
 

      Vocabulary Lesson  7E English 9 Honors Name __________________________ 

abhor amend buffet chaos commodious 

corrosive discern extant implicate inter 

martinet obviate renegade reprehensible somber 

squalid turbulent vociferous voluminous waive 

 

 Directions: Place each word next to the correct definition. 
1. ______________ (v) to bury; to consign to oblivion 

2. ______________ (adj) roomy, spacious 

3. _____________ (v) into regard with horror or loathing; to hate deeply 

4. _____________ (v) to do without, give up voluntarily; to put off temporarily, defer 

5. _____________ (n) great confusion, disorder 

6. ____________(adj) loud and noisy ; compelling attention 

7. ____________ (v) to anticipate and prevent; to remove, dispose of 

8. ____________ (adj) filthy, wretched, debased 

9. _____________ (adj) disorderly, riotous, violent; stormy 

10. ____________ (v) to change in a formal way; to change for the better 

11. ____________(adj) eating away gradually, acid-like; bitterly sarcastic 

12. ____________ (adj) dark, gloomy, depressed or melancholy in spirit 

13. _____________ (adj) still existing; not exterminated, destroyed or lost  

14. ___________ (adj) of great size; numerous; writing or speaking at great length 

15. ___________  (adj) deserving blame or punishment 

16. ___________ (n) one who leaves a group; a deserter, outlaw (adj) traitorous; unconventional, unorthodox 

17. ___________  (v) to see clearly, recognize 

18. _____________ (v) to slap or cuff; to strike repeatedly; to drive or force with blows; force one’s way with difficulty  

(n) a slap; a blow 

19. __________ (v) to involve in; to connect with or be related to  

20. _________ (n) a strict disciplinarian 

 

Fill in the following blanks to create examples of how the words are used: 

 

1.  The boy’s behavior towards the other team was truly ___________ ; therefore,  he is being suspended from the next three 
games. 

2. Lucas' brain teemed with plots and characters, exotic creatures, worlds to be spun out of the words and sketches in his 
notebooks. Also, by numbering the ___________  episodes IV, V and VI, he was promising a prequel trilogy … 

3. She argued that racism and inequality are dangerous and __________   to society. 
4. In Last Book in the Universe , Spaz and most people of the Urb live in ____________ conditions.  
5. Two of the most important items on a must-have list when purchasing a house are a _____________ kitchen and master 

bedroom.  


